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The Septem ber  House                                                                F Orl
by Carissa Or lan do
A thrilling debut about a woman determined to stay in her clearly
haunted dream home, no matter the cost.

Not  Forever, But  For Now                                                            F Pal
by Chuck Palah niuk 
A hilarious horror satire about a family of professional killers, and
the young brothers destined to inherit the business.

Hid den Pic tures                                                                           F Rek
by Jason Reku lak
A supernatural thriller about a nanny of a young boy with strange
and disturbing secrets.  

The Per fec t Guests                                                                     F Rou
by Emma Rous
A fortunate orphan begins to doubt her luck when a harmless
game reveals a dark side of her new family and a secret hidden in
their rambling Manor. 

Home Be fore  Dark                                                                       F Sag
by Riley Sager
A haunted house with a dark history reveals new horrors when a
young woman inherits the estate in the Vermont woods.

Sor row land                                                                                   F Sol
by Rivers Solomon
This dark gothic thriller transcends genre boundaries - wrapping
cults, magic, and survival into one riveting story. 

The Lost Vil lage                                                                           F Ste
by Camilla Sten
A “relentlessly creepy” story of a documentary filmmaker who
returns to a mysterious old mining town to uncover the truth behind
a series of mysterious disappearances. 

A Cer tain Hunger                                                                       F Sum
by Chelsea G. Sum mer s
A charming psychopath with a particular taste for a particular kind
of meat explores foodiesm while satisfying her urges. 

The Hol low Ones (The Blackwood tapes #1)                           F Tor
by Guiller mo Del Toro
A horrific crime that defies explanation, a rookie FBI agent in
uncharted territory, and an extraordinary hero for the ages: an
investigation spirals out of control in this heart-pounding thriller.

Sun di al                                                                                        F War
by Ca tri on a Ward
Deeply disturbing and “authentically terrifying”, this novel explores
deep family secrets and a darkness that leaves no-one unscathed.
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The Last  Word                                                                           F Ada
by Taylor Adams
After posting a scathing review of a horror novel, Emma (alone in
her isolated home) begins to suspect that the author may have a
dark capacity for stalking...and murder.

Hem lock  Is land                                                                         F Arm
by Kelley Armstrong
A dead body at a beloved island vacation home brings together
a group of estranged high school friends. As the investigation
deepens, secrets from their past together threaten to emerge.

The Writ ing Re treat                                                                   F Bar
by Julia Bartz
A young author is invited to an exclusive writer’s retreat that soon
descents into a pulse-pounding nightmare. 

Devo lu tion: a  firsthand ac coun t of the 
Rainier Sasquatch  mas sacre                                                  F Bro
by Max Brooks
Part survival narrative, part bloody horror tale, part scientific
journey - this is a Bigfoot story like none you’ve ever read before.

The Chill                                                                                      F Car
by Scott Carson
A supernatural force--set in motion a century ago--threatens to
devastate New York City in this "horror/suspense/disaster novel".

The Haunt ing of Ale jan dra                                                     F Cas
by V. Castro
A mother is haunted by the Mexican folk demon La Llorona as she
unravels the dark secrets of her family history.

Whis per  Down The Lane                                                         F Cha
by Clay McLeod Chapman
A pulse-pounding, true-crime-based horror novel inspired by the
McMartin preschool trial and Satanic Panic of the '80s.

When No One Is Watching                                                      F Col
by Alyssa Cole
The gentrification of a Brooklyn neighborhood takes on a sinister
new meaning in this gripping psychological thriller.

Plain Bad Heroines                                                                   F Dan
by Emily M. Danforth
This highly imaginative and original horror-comedy centered
around a cursed New England boarding school for girls.

Al l Hal lows                                                                                  F Gol
by Christo pher Gold en
A classic suburban Halloween drama set in the ‘80s - it doesn’t
get better than that if you’re feeling like a nostalgic thriller!

The Fi nal  Girl  Sup port   Group                                                   F Hen
by Grady Hendrix
What happens after the horror ends? How do the survivors move
past the massacres and on with their lives? Sometimes humorous,
often frightening - this novel is a fresh approach to the genre. 

Nat u ral Beau ty                                                                            F Hua
by Ling Ling Huang 
A young musician struggles to make it in an elite, beauty-obsessed
world where perfection comes at a staggering and sinister cost.

Bad Cree                                                                                       F Joh
by Jes si ca John s
A young Cree woman's dreams lead her on a perilous journey of
self-discovery that ultimately forces her to confront the toll of a
legacy of violence on her family. 

My  Heart is a Chain saw                                                            F Jon
by Stephen Gra ham Jones
A dark homage to slasher films, a coming of age story, and a
chilling account of American colonialism and the Indigenous
experience.

The Deep                                                                                       F Kat
by Al ma Kat su
An eerie and psychological twist on the sinking of the Titanic.

Hol ly                                                                                                F Kin
by Stephen King
The latest chilling thriller from the KING of horror himself.

Lone  Wom en                                                                                 F Lav
by Vic tor D. LaValle 
A haunting tale of family secrets and murder set in the isolated
homesteading territory of the American West.

Goblin                                                                                           F Mal
by Josh Maler man 
A chilling story that revolves around a mysterious small town,
revealing its sinister secrets one by one. The author of Bird Box.

The Chil dren on The Hill                                                          F McM
by Jen nifer McMa hon
Inspired by Frankenstein, this novel explore the eerie mysteries of
childhood and the primal fears that lurk within us all.

The Girl From Wid ow Hill s                                                          F Mir
by Me gan Mi ran da 
A novel of psychological suspense about a young woman plagued
by night terrors after a childhood trauma who wakes one evening
to find a corpse at her feet.
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